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					Miracle Foundation - part of a global network of non-profit organizations leading the worldwide movement to end the need for orphanages by 2040. 

										Transform the lives of orphan children and change their story.
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A family for every child in our lifetime




GIVE NOW












Children Belong In Families




Every child has the right to a safe, stable, and permanent home. And yet millions of children remain in orphanages, are removed from their birth family, or are moved too often between foster homes. It’s time to change this. Here’s how we’re doing it.
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Eliminating the Need 
for Orphanages Globally




Miracle Foundation is part of a movement to reunite orphaned children with their families. Collectively, with partners all over the world, we believe we can end the need for orphanages in our lifetime.
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Ensuring Children Grow Up 
in a Safe, Stable Family




In the United States, Miracle Foundation is working tirelessly to help stabilize children in families within the foster system and also working to prevent at-risk children from ever entering the system in the first place.
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Children Impacted Through Our Work
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Social Workforce Trained
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Family Members Supported by Our Programs
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There are currently 5.4 million children living in orphanages worldwide.




80% of children in institutions have a family member they could live with if given support. 




Here’s how we’re changing that.









Prevent Children From Entering the System


	The orphan crisis will never end until we stop it at the source. This means: Identifying vulnerable families long before the idea of child placement is necessary. Here’s how we do it.

Learn More







Unite Children with Families


	It’s time to move from orphanages to families, and we have a proven field-tested method to make sure this is done safely. Help us bring them home.

Learn More
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THRIVE SCALE™ Measures Progress




Developed over the past two decades, this one-of-a-kind tool takes the guesswork out of caring for children, especially during the critical period after a child leaves an orphanage and returns to a family environment. 




MORE ON OUR PROGRESS TOOL
































Meet Priya | Case Study

Priya and her sister lived at an orphanage for seven long years until we asked the question, “is there someone you would feel safe living with?”

Read Priya’s story
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391,000 children currently live in the US Foster Care System.




Children in foster care are moved an average of 7 times once they are removed from their family. 




Here’s how we’re changing that.









Stabilize Placements For Children Until They Have a Forever Home


	In countries like the United States, where Foster Care is the institutional solution, we provide tools and access to resources that help stabilize children from moving from house to house.

Our Local Work







Prevent Children From Entering the System


	We prevent children from entering the system whenever possible. Prevention is equally crucial in foster care, and separation should always be a last resort. Our work always strives to lift up families and keep them together.

How we Work














































A Digital Assistant For The Foster Care System




See how Miracle Foundation is transforming the way foster families and case managers communicate. Our breakthrough new app is rolling out across Texas and changing lives.




LEARN ABOUT OUR APP
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No one knows how to fix a problem like the person who has the problem. 




Young people who grew up in the system have so much to teach us and we’re listening. 




We are investing in their ideas and futures.












How You Can Help




There are lots of ways to partner with us. All you have to do is choose the way that works best for you. Whether you are rich in time, connections, or cash, everyone can make a difference.
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Money




Whether with a single donation or a multi-year commitment, choose the impact level that’s right for you.
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Megaphone




Tell the Miracle Foundation story on your social media and use your platform to help protect vulnerable children.
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Minutes




Give time. Volunteer. Hold a fundraiser. Get involved. Everyone has 24 hours each day. Can you spare a few?










GET INVOLVED
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	A family for every child in our lifetime
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			Sign up for our occasional newsletter below: 
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						Subscribe To Receive Updates
Join our mailing list to receive the latest news and updates from our team.
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